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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Approach to'Contemporary Theatre 

Production 

When historians have examined the theatre of the past, 

they have been able, in general, to analyze types, styles 

and movements and then to categorize the theatre, its events 

and personalities accordingly. One can pigeon-hole the 

"classical" theatre of Greece and Rome; the great 

"Renaissance" dramas of England and Spain; Racine's 

"neo-classicism"; the "realism" of Zola, Strindberg and 

Ibsen; and the extremist "naturalism" of Belasco. These 

classifications (and these are but a few) may be even 

further refined. 

In their book. Western Theatre, Patti Gillespie and 

Kenneth Cameron look at the history of theatre in terms of 

"paradigms"—the perception of the nature of nature or 

simply, models. For them, three major paradigms exist in 

the Western Theatre's history; the facade stage of Greece 

and Rome; the simultaneous and emblematic stage of the 

Middle Ages; and the illusionistic stage of the Renaissance 

and its heirs into the twentieth century.-̂  

-̂  Patti Gillespie and Kenneth Cameron, Western Theatre (New 



However, as one surveys the contemporary theatre of the 

twentieth century, the specific designation of the theatre 

into even general parameters becomes troublesome. Cameron 

and Gillespie suggest that otir own age presents a period of 

irresolution—a theatre in search of a paradigm. However, 

as one looks at the contemporary theatre scene and those 

making consistent marks in the production of new work and 

new techniques--Richard Foreman, Andrei Serban, Robert Wil

son, Peter Sellars, Lee Breuer, Jonathan Miller--the possi

ble formation of the paradigm for our time may be found in 

what critic Bonnie Marranca has termed the "Theatre of Im-

ages."^ 

Although the overall concept for a production has gen

erally been held as the responsibility of the director, the 

responsibility for the visual "image" as realized on the 

stage has been the designer's. The concept of the work as 

mutually understood by the director and the designer(s) is 

physicalized through the designer's graphic skills and fi

nessed through the designer's artistic and aesthetic sensi

bilities. Among those making an impression on the visual 

form of the theatre today are directors who have become the 

York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1984), p. v. 

^ Bonnie Marranca, TheatreWritings (New York: Performing 
Arts Journal Publications, 1984), p. 78. 



envy of many important designers for the manner in which 

they control space and build, focus and generally manage the 

stage picture. 

These artists are more than directors-cum-designers or 
* 

vice versa. These theatre"artists are almost totally con-

trolling the works that they are producing, and the emphasis 

in their works is on the visual image created, rather than 

on the text as is traditionally expected. A text of dia

logue, as we have come to know it, has been minimized. 

The absence of dialogues leads to the predominance 
of the stage picture in the Theatre of Images. 
This voids all considerations of theatre as it is 
conventionally understood in terms of plot, char
acter, setting, language and movement. Actors do 
not create "roles." They function instead as me
dia through which the playwright expresses his 
ideas; they serve as icons and images. Text is 
merely a pretext — a scenario.-^ 

Even when the traditional text is employed as the basis 

for a production, the avant-garde will use it only as a 

springboard for their wider "visions." In 1977 Andrei 

Serban brought his theatre to the forefront of the 

establishment through Joseph Papp and the New York' 

Shakespeare Festival at Lincoln Center. In his production 

of Agamemnon, "what Aeschylus had written was deliberately, 

resolutely buried beneath dumb-show, processional. 

^ Marranca, p. 79. 
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torchlight spectacle throughout."^ British stage director of 

theatre, opera, and television, Jonathan Miller has remarked 

of his own process: 

Once I start to think about something, images 
start to appear in my .mind, often framed or deter
mined by paintings. liaving heard some music, I 
wilL see a picture which will seem to be metaphor
ically related to it. I very rarely cast around 
for something appropriate. It very often happens 
that something has already latched itself onto the 
production and that's what makes me want to do 
it.5 

Here are directors who, while they work with designers to 

carry out their concepts, have very nearly usurped the 

designer's purer creative role in the collaborative process. 

The designer becomes the draftsman of the director's ideas. 

Among contemporary American designers there are 

directors who are admired as masterful designers. Richard 

Foreman has been creating iconoclastic theatrical events in 

a New York loft with his Ontological-Hysteric Theatre. 

Foreman derives much from the techniques of Brecht. His 

theatre works are as much concerned with what the audience 

experiences as how they should experience and perceive it, 

"They are about the making of art. In Pandering to the 

Masses: A Misrepresentation, Foreman speaks directly to the 

^ Walter Kerr, Journey to the Center of the Theatre (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979), p. 73. 

^ Ellen Levene, "Jonathan Miller, MD," Theatre Crafts, 
April, 1985, p. 19. 
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audience (on tape) concerning the 'correct' interpretation 

of events AS THEY OCCUR."^ Foreman further manipulates the 

audience through his use of the performance space and the 

actors within it. 

He {Foreman} fragments, sections and delineates 
spaces within spaces to make the spectator aware 
of the shape of space. He creates and manipulates 
space as a conceptual part of the overall perform
ance. Within a single Foreman design, one can 
find elements of the picture-frame stage, the 
sculptural setting, the decorative stage, archi
tectural settings, illusionism and cinematic move
ment, all working in an intellectual, conceptual 
framework. 

Robert Wilson brings the sensibilities of an architect, 

a painter and the experiences of a teacher of brain-damaged 

children to the theatre. His vision includes a timelessness 

that produces marathon-length experiences in the theatre 

that consist of breathtaking image after image constructions 

that may be loosely based on the lives of Stalin or Einstein 

or the perceptions of life by an autistic child. 

Like the work of others who are among these innovators 

of the theatre, there is no written text for a Wilson piece. 

Wilson will construct a visual and an aural text for a work 

and not necessarily be concerned with how they are relating 

to each other in the creative process. When Wilson 

° Marranca, p. 78. 

^ Arnold Aronson, "American Scenography," The Drama Review, 
vol. 28, no. 2, 1984. p. 48. 
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describes a piece, it is not so much what happens that is of 

note, but what is seen and how the various images possibly 

relate: 

In Einstein {on the Beach}, we began with a trian
gle coming out of here, a wedge of light. Then 
you had a train that comes out like this, which is 
other triangles and wedges, and it has a beam of 
light coming like so. Then you have this train go 
offstage, and then it comes on again as simply a 
vertical beam of light— you know Einstein said 
that if you see a train form here, you see that, 
but if you see it from this angle all you see is a 
line. And then I have the train return to mid
point. When it gets three-quarters of the way 
across the stage, this beam of light lines up with 
the diagonal line of the tower, so that when that 
happens, this tower then falls on another diagonal 
line, like that, and this one goes to the center 
point of the stage. And when this line goes to 
here, this vertical line of light reappears again 
and comes down." 

Such a description as the one above, even though it 

comes from the mind of the artist, ultimately leaves one 

wanting. It tells exactly what occurs on the stage and 

gives an insight into the relationships the author builds 

into his images. Yet without an experience of the 

performance, without a sense of "being there," the event and 

its content cannot be fully appreciated. 

The hallmark of the creations of these artists and 

others is the structure of their theatre work. These are 

fabrics in which the threads of the visual and aural 

^ Rob Baker, "A Day in the Mind of Robert Wilson," Theatre 
Crafts, Oct. 1985, p. 89. 



elements and the performance are inextricably woven 

together. The linear narrative is sublimated to spatial ex

perimentation and the compression and extension of time. 

Traditional sensibilities are challenged and shattered. 

The significance of the Theatre of Images is its 
expansion of the audience's capacity to perceive. 
It is a theatre devoted to the creation of a new 
stage language, a visual grammar "written" in so
phisticated perceptual codes. To break these 
codes is to enter the refined, sensual worlds this 
theatre offers.^ 

Development of the Concept Musical 

From its inception, the creation of the musical had 

been in the hands of the writers: composer, lyricist and 

librettist (author of the book). These were the people who 

made the musical what it was and advanced the state of the 

art. Of course, there were others who exerted some 

influence on the musical such as the director, the producer 

and the choreographer, but it was essentially still a 

theatre of the text, which included the written music. Any 

great strides that were made in advancing the form of the 

musical came from the people who authored it. With the 

original production of West Side Story, the shaping of the 

modern musical and the contemporary style of production of 

musical theatre began. 

^ Marranca, p. 79. 
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In the hands of director-choreographer Jerome Robbins, 

West Side Story broke ground in the telling of the story 

through the use of visual imagery manifesting itself in the 

form of dance. The tensions and conflicts which dominated 

this retelling of the story of Romeo and Juliet existed not 

only in the text, but also in practically every movement of 

every member of the company. Essentially every moment of 

the play was choreographed. This allowed the director to 

make statements in a way that no text would ever permit him. 

Dance as a story telling element allows the director to 

create an image of variety and nuance. He is permitted the 

single statement, yet the possibility of the statements 

within the statement give him a luxury of depth and texture 

and speed that is not easily achieveable through other 

means. Twenty characters talking or even singing at once 

makes for babble and possible confusion or, at most, a 

strong single statement. The picture, the visual image, 

while derived from the text, becomes the dominant mode of 

communicating the message to the audience. 

Robbins continued his work in trailblazing a change in 

musical theatre creation with two more productions, Gypsy 

and Fiddler on the Roof. Gypsy, while intended by Robbins 

to be a tribute to vaudeville and burlesque (that being its 

concept), reached the stage as a fairly traditional book 



musical, with Robbins grander vision being lost to the more 

human story of Mama Rose and her life in the theatre lived 

vicariously through her daughters. Robbins did, however, 

provide one of the quintessential moments in the musical 
* 

theatre in "Rose's Turn." 

In the number Mama Rose is having a nervous break
down. It is a maniacal, stripper's turn, screamed 
to an empty theatre she imagines to be full. And 
of course it is full, for we are there-- we are 
her imaginary audience. Robbins has directed us 
to be in this show, our applause to be Mama Rose's 
hallucination. With this number's devastating 
power we rise from our seats, and still we are 
part of Mama Rose's hallucination as she accepts 
our ghostly standing ovation. We realize this as 
we applaud and are taken to a still higher pla
teau. It is as thrilling a moment as there is in 
all the theatre.-^^ 

This integration of staging and text or music and lyric 

became the hallmark of the development of the contemporary, 

concept musical. The ball was taken up and carried by 

Harold Prince into such productions as Cabaret and the 

landmark productions that arose form his collaboration with 

composer-lyricist Stephen Sondheim, refining the idea of the 

concept musical and producing the most significant'musicals 

of the 1970s. With their productions of Company, Follies, A 

Little Night Music and Pacific Overtures the course of the 

musical theatre was firmly set. "Inherent in the scripts of 

-̂^ Martin Gottfried, Broadway Musicals (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, Inc., 1979), p. 107. 
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Prince's shows are their look and performance, the 

unification of their music with their movement and their 

textual content--their entire mode of presentation. "̂•'• 

Although the traditional "book" musical still makes its 

appearance in the theatre, the important creations are those 

which challenge the perceptions of the artists and the audi

ence. To that end the unification of image and text seems 

essential to the production of the contemporary musical. It 

was with this goal in mind that the production of Merrily We 

Roll Along was undertaken. 

11 Gottfried, p. 32. 



CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUALIZATION 

Developing a concept or approach to the design of a 

play can take many different routes and provide a variety of 

possible solutions to the visual and physical requirements 

of the work. Also, the process is not a singular one. 

Input and feedback among members of the production team are 

essential ingredients. The center for this process is the 

text. 

The text poses questions for the production team for 

which there will be any number of possible answers, 

depending on individual and group experiences and 

backgrounds. With this in mind, the team searches through 

the text for information and images that will provide a 

common ground for them and the audience with which to 

communicate. In the case of a multi-scene production such 

as Merrily We Roll Along, this can lead to a complex of-

ideas and visual solutions. When however, some structural 

integrity exists in the work, as is the case with this 

piece, major and minor images can be developed and 

throughlines determined that let them all relate coherently. 

In the production of Merrily We Roll Along two major 

visual images or metaphors were created: a stage and 

11 
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mirrors. These were derived from and related to the 

structure of the work. The framing of the work with the 

graduation scenes provided the impetus for the use of a 

stage throughout the play. The changing world of the cen

tral character brought about the images of mirrors and re

flective surfaces in the production which would deteriorate 

or diminish through the action of the piece. 

The Stage 

A number of the settings called for in the play provide 

for a very presentational, theatrical style of production. 

There is the performance of the graduating class in the 

framing scenes of the top and finale of the show. Both 

Frank and Charly are placed in real performance situations 

in the television studio. This again happens in the second 

act at the party at Josephson's home and in the nightclub 

with the revue that the boys have written. This is an 

intermittent yet regular thread flowing through the piece. 

The solution to the setting of the graduation scene 

also solved a number of subsequent scenes of the play. 

Knowledge of a previous production of the play and the use 

of bleachers in the graduation scene provided a stumbling 

block for the design of this production. However, 

discussions with the director opened up the idea of this 
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scene from taking place in some sort of gymnasium to the 

possibility of an auditorium and a stage (Figure 1). 

The stage became a major metaphor for the production. 

So much of the lives of the central characters revolved 

around the stage, and a number of the scenes in the play 

lent themselves to the use of a stage that it seemed the 

proper direction to follow. This decision freed up the de

sign process which had stalled on this point. The idea of 

the stage-within-the-stage also supported the recollective 

qualities of the text, in a sense creating a tunnel through 

which one looks back in time and action. 

A proscenium stage on a wagon became the setting for 

the graduation. By providing different facings for the 

proscenium arch on this unit, the set could also be used for 

the television studio (Figure 2), the nightclub scene in Act 

II (Figure 3), and as the facade of the courthouse at the 

end of Act I (Figure 4). The use of the stage also provided 

a throughline which could tie the action to the graduation 

scenes framing the play at beginning and end. 
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has chosen for himself that excludes any real contact with 

real people, especially his closest and sincerest friends. 

It is a world contrived from the commercial success of 

Frank's and Charly's first big hit--a success that came not 

from an effort based on the noble ideals of youth, but one 

that arose from the compromise of those ideals. 

The image of the mirror and reflections was the strong

est single image derived from the text and, after first dis

cussions with the director, seemed a viable route to follow. 

The development of a practical visual metaphor then became 

the problem. Ideally, fully mirrored surfaces seemed the 

obvious solution. However, the possibility of these surfac

es accepting projections and light for the purpose of quick

ly and simply changing locale ruled out the literal use of 

mirrors. Also, in order to establish the presence of this 

metaphor at the outset of the production, it had to make 

some sense within the context of the graduation scene. 

The solution arrived at was one of panels of strips of 

reflective yet diffuse material which allowed the panels to 

accept light and become transparent or opaque depending on 

the lighting. These panels could function as possible 

streamers in the graduation scene and then allow for the' 

reshaping of the space by being flown into the space in 

different configurations. They also made a contemporary yet 
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timeless statement, made for a very frontal, presentational 

style of production, and satisfied the intended metaphor. 

Other Images from the Text 

The most obvious and continuous thread through the text 

is the use of the chorus in the transitions from scene to 

scene. The chorus is a confrontational device which is used 

to re-present the questions and choices faced by Frank 

throughout his life and to turn back the clock for the 

audience. The use of the chorus echoes a number of points 

already made. It is a necessarily presentational invention 

of the authors. A mirror is metaphorically held up to Frank 

and the audience by its continuous questioning through the 

show. Finally, the transitions of which the chorus is a 

part change in make-up to the point where the transition and 

the main storyline intertwine and become one. 

Another image that emerges physically and 

metaphorically throughout the first act is that of a camera. 

Frank's party in Act I, scene 2 is in celebration of the 

film which he has just produced. Film equates itself with 

camera, camera with the eye and that with the "I", or ego. 

The camera returns again prominently in the television 

studio and with the reporter at the courthouse. Frank is 

constantly placed before the public eye and confronted there 
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by choices which offer the empty admiration of a faceless 

public or the support and love of true friends who represent 

real meaning for his. life. 

The second act of the play goes back to the ideals of 

the youth of Frank and Charly and Mary. Beginning with the 

first great success which arises from that idealism, the act 

quickly presents Frank with the sort of options that will 

lead to a road of easy, self-satisfaction. The score offers 

a ballad of simple friendship with "Good Thing Going," pres

ents the bright hopefulness of the Kennedys, and finally de

velops an anthem of optimism for the future of youth and its 

forthright ambitions and goals. 

Realization of the Secondary Scenery 

Units 

Once the major images for the production began to 

establish themselves for the designer, the details for the 

scenes of the play became the matter of concern. The 

environment that was evolving for the production was not one 

that asked for the recreation of a reality that was common 

to the audience, but rather one that presented Franklin 

Shepard's world as seen in his singular memory. It was the 

desire of the designer to give this world a tight, cohesive 
look and style. 
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Although specific and various settings were called for 

by the text, the concern was not for a literal depiction of 

some recognizable lo.cations, but rather to create a space to 

serve the specific action of the scene. The goal was to 

create the essence of the required settings: a restaurant, 

an apartment, city rooftops, a brownstone's garden and a 

high school auditorium. The audience would be allowed to 

concentrate on the story and the actor rather than be dis

tracted at all by the detail of the setting. 

Borrowing from Brecht, the attitude toward the use of 

scenery and properties became very basic: a chair is a chair 

is a chair. When tables were called for in different 

scenes, they were always the same tables. A table cloth may 

be different here and not used there, and the table became 

simply a tool for the actor and the action of the play. A 

door was called for in almost every other scene. A single 

unit was built, used in each scene for which it was neces

sary and differentiated in each use by simple interchange

able transom units. This approach provided for a unity that 

was intended to help clarify the reverse-action time frame 

by providing a consistent visual reference for the audience. 

It also centered the action in Shepard's mind and, at the 

same time, provided a highly theatrical and presentational 

mode of production. 
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In those scenes where a one time use of a piece of 

scenery was called for, the unity came about through the 

style of design of that unit in relation to the rest of the 

production and the materials used in construction. One ma

terial used throughout the design was square steel tubing. 

Used for its structural integrity from a technical point of 

view, it also provided a simple, linear quality to the sce

nic units which echoed the strong lines established by the 

reflective strips in the surrounding panels. 

The Movement of the Scenery 

The overall style of the movement of the scenery was 

also determined to tie into the design concept. The 

structure of the play, with its use of choral transitions 

between each of the more formal scenes of the piece, brought 

the audience back and forth in time with the main line of 

action always regressing. This suggested a directness of 

movement that was frontal and linear, allowing for advancing 

and retreating motion. The confrontational nature of the 

transitions also supported this notion. Simple, 

uncomplicated movement also facilitated rapid scene changes 

in full view of the audience. 

Realization of the type of movement called for came 

about in the use of three major wagons used in the 
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production. The first was that which carried the small 

proscenium stage-within-the-stage. Though it would not al

ways be playing in the same position, it would consistently 

move from upstage to downstage and back again as needed, di

rectly toward and away from the audience. It stored on 

stage behind an upstage black traveler curtain and/or a 

scrim, either of which could quickly eliminate the wagon 

from the scene or restore its presence. 

The second and third wagons played in nearly the same 

plane parallel to the proscenium arch of the theatre, one 

down stage right and the other down stage left. These wag

ons moved off and on stage directly to and from the wings. 

Various units of scenery played on the wagons to differenti

ate the scenes of the play. However, the wagons almost al

ways played in the same position on stage, providing a unity 

of image for the scenes of Shepard's past. These wagons 

could also be seen as small stages, and they received a sur

face treatment similar to that of the larger wagon/stage 

unit. This was another unifying factor of the design. 

All the other units of scenery, along with the three 

major wagons, "rolled" (the pun on the title of the work is 

very intentional) into and out of the playing space on 

casters. The shifting of the scenery on the stage floor was 

handled by the actors, giving them physical and visual 
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control of Shepard's memory and the action of his past. 

They were actually reconstructing his life, its events and 

places, and forcing him to confront his choices again. 



CHAPTER III 

THE LIGHTING DESIGN 

It is rare that the scenic environment on a theatrical 

production is conceived without some regard for the lighting 

and its effect on that environment. Even in situations 

where scenery and lighting are controlled by individual 

designers, the scenic designer will suply indications of 

lighting effects and will be concerned with the placement of 

lighting equipment within the design. In the case of 

Merrily We Roll Along, the two design elements were in the 

hands of the same designer. 

The Lighting Concept 

In support of the concepts developed for the scenic 

design, the lighting was conceived to follow a similar 

throughline in the production. The audience was lead 

gradually into the world of Shepard's past. This was 

defined by the use of color and the angle of light. As the 

choices made were once again presented and the results were 

made clear, the lighting reflected the changes. Light was 

also used to tie the past and the present together and 

helped define the two. 

32 
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Franklin Shepard's life, as it is first seen, is 

defined by commercial success and Hollywood "glitz." It is 

superficial, polish .and hard edges, suggesting high intensi

ty of light, sharp angles and bold color. As the clock of 

his life is turned back, a world of purer ideals and nobler 

goals returns. The qualities of the light became softer, 

both in angle and color, and more romantic and simpler. Ul

timately, light became a metaphor for the dreams and ambi

tions of Frank, Charly and Mary and youth in general. Light 

became a major scenic element—clean, simple and basic. 

These changes in the light coincided with the paring process 

established in the text and in the scenic elements. 

Realization of the Lighting 

Once the general scheme was established for the 

lighting, the specifics could be dealt with. The framing 

graduation scenes would be lighted simply. An almost 

anti-theatrical look was achieved. It was as if the 

audience was watching a ceremony in an high school 

auditorium with only general illumination. This provided a 

strong contrast as the company gradually disrobed and 

displayed the character-labeled costumes that defined their 

roles throughout the performance. During this action the 

light built to the look of Frank's past. 
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This "look" was established through two major means. 

The dominant colors used were highly saturated golds and am

bers, providing a hot, brassy feeling. Strong side lighting 

was also introduced. The effect of these two elements was 

to brace the high-gloss life suddenly encountered by the au

dience and the theatrical quality of presentation that was 

attempted. This quality would be maintained to various de

grees for most of the first act and into the second when ob

vious changes in Frank's character and life developed. 

As the influences on Shepard's life became less con

cerned with commercial success and its drawbacks on his re

lationships, a second look was gradually introduced to the 

viewer. Paralleling the shift in the text, a color shift 

occurred, accompanied by a reduction in the use of the domi

nant side lighting. Color moved into the blue and blue-

green range and was less saturated. The dramatic side 

lighting became minimal and light from above became key to 

the stage picture. These changes related to the softer, hu

mane qualities which began dominating the action. 

This second major "look" for the production sprang from 

a scene and musical number late in the second act. The 

number "Our Time" embodied those bright hopes which are 

universal to mankind, especially its youth. The designer 

felt that this was the point toward which the entire 
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production aimed and that its message must be clearly moved 

toward and fully supported visually (Figure 6). 

The scene was nominally set on a rooftop in New York 

City and involved the three major characters. As the scene 

and number progressed, the rest of the company appeared. 

All were awaiting the chance to view Sputnik, man's first 

venture into space and the universe beyond. With the focus 

placed on ideals and the infinite, an image was created 

which took the company form the rooftops and elevated the 

moment into a completely atmospheric realm. This was 

achieved through light and the introduction of fog and a 

scrim. 

Since it was deemed important to lead the audience to 

this scene, some method was necessary to tie this moment to 

the rest of the script. The answer was found in the tran

sitions. The quality of light achieved in the scene was al

luded to during the transitions in the text. This provided 

a visual line throughout the action of the play which oc

curred between the framing graduation scenes. The tran

sitions also benefitted by having a look that stood in sharp 

contrast to that of the major scenes of the play. 

The importance of the lighting as a design element grew 

in proportion to the reduction of dimensional scenic units 

as the performance progressed. As the major elements of 
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scenery were designed, the way in which light would affect 

and alter them was a prime consideration. All of this was 

done with strict att.ention paid to the concepts developed 

for the production, allowing for a high degree of integra

tion of scenic and lighting design. To a great extent, the 

lighting for Merrily We Roll Along was conceived and used as 

a scenic element. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE MUSIC 

Many of the elements of the design for a theatre 

production are arrived at in an almost jigsaw puzzle 

fashion. Often a solution is found for individual problems 

and areas of the production, but there must be some binding 

factor that allows it all to hang together as a total piece. 

In Merrily We Roll Along it is the music that provides that 

solidifying factor. 

Merrily We Roll Along is a musical, and its greatest 

strength as a work of the theatre lies in its music. 

Practically every aspect of the music and lyrics support the 

structure of the work. The music, in fact, is the 

structure. 

As one listens to the overture, the quality of the 

orchestration strikes the ear of the listener immediately. 

This is not an orchestra, it is a band. It rings of what 

has come to be called the "Broadway Sound." It is bold and 

brassy. This is theatre music. The sound is contemporary 

and timeless at once, within the bounds of the history of 

the musical. Further, this is a show about the theatre, a 

life in the theatre and the demands and choices, and the 

fame and fortune, the struggles and pitfalls that await one 

who chooses to work in the business. 
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As the action of the play regresses back in time, the 

composer (Stephen Sondheim) lets the regression be reflected 

in the music. The audience is allowed to hear the reprise 

of a number well before the full song is presented in the 

performance. The opening scene of the graduation offers 

only the last few lines of the first song that Franklin She-

pard wrote, "The Hills of Tomorrow." It is not presented in 

its entirety until the finale of the play. It is heard vir

tually unaccompanied—a strong contrast from the full over

ture just presented. 

In the short time between overture and opening number, 

the composer has made a statement as to the action of the 

evening in the theatre. The life of a man will be examined, 

the layers peeled away so that he and the audience might see 

how he became the shallow, self-serving creature he is, yet 

successful in terms of business and money. The shape of the 

music will underscore this movement perfectly. Where it 

might usually be expected for the sound of a musical to-

build and layer and become more intricate, what is offered 

here is a reduction, a paring away of the sound and the re

moval of the layers. 

Early in the action of the work, within the framing 

scenes, the audience is presented with a seeming cacophony 

of individual musical comments punching through the central 
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character's personal praises of being "Rich and Happy." 

This is perhaps the most intricate piece in the play. It 

establishes the world of Franklin Shepard as one of backbit

ing friends and empty relationships, all providing for a 

false security and a vacuous life. The music is flashy and 

involved, as are the lives of those singing it, but in an 

almost irritating manner. This sound will return later in 

Act II, scene 2 with an earlier scene of Shepard's life, 

when he first chooses to turn away from his real friends and 

ideals, to enter into a life of glamour and superficiality. 

It is from this point that the musical entanglement un

ravels and leads the audience to the simple goals and ideals 

of noble youth in the anthem "Our Time" and the full, unac

companied version of "The Hills of Tomorrow." Along the 

way, the music provides for the frantic frustration of 

Frank's best friend, Charly, in trying to understand just 

what has happened to his pal in "Franklin Shepard, Inc."; 

the plaintive pleas of Mary, the woman who has always loved 

Frank, for things to be as they once were among the three in 

"Old Friends" and "The Way That It Was"; the contrast of the 

ballad, "Not a Day Goes By," when offered twice during the 

show, once in sincerity and once as a reminder of the days 

when sincerity held some meaning for Shepard. 
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In endeavoring to understand the structure of Merrily 

We Roll Along, flaws in its book become apparent. The leaps 

backward in the book, scenes are awkward and difficult to 

deal with. The paring of the language of the play does not 

occur with the same kind of effectiveness as it occurs in 

the music. Perhaps this is because the authors are dealing 

with simple, uncomplicated characters at both the beginning 

and end of the main action of the piece, but their ideals, 

goals and emotions are vastly different. The music combined 

with the lyric seems to be able to make the emotional leap 

necessary to gain understanding and clarity. The music is 

the key. 

For the design of Merrily We Roll Along, the music held 

the key to the shaping of the kinetic aspects of the show. 

Initial images for the production were conceived, but they 

were essentially static. The flow of the form of these im

ages arose from the music. It provided the layers that were 

stripped away through the action of the play. The images 

were made simpler and cleaner as that action progressed, 

leading eventually to the bare stage, the actor and the au

dience—the essence of the theatrical experience. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is not often the experience in the theatre to hold 

on to a production for any length of time after that 

production has closed. There is always another show, and if 

an artist has grown and learned from his past experiences as 

one hopes he would, he then applies the knowledge and growth 

to the next work. This process is, for the most part, a 

conscious one. However, a good deal of it is of a 

subconscious and peripheral nature. It is, therefore, 

interesting and helpful for one to have the opportunity to 

examine and analyze one's work over a period of time as has 

been the case with this project and its writing. 

The overt aspects of this or, for that matter, any 

production that come to the mind of the designer are 

typically the technical ones. The materials and techniques 

that were experimented with, their implementation and 

relative success or failure in achieving an effect or 

communicating a message are the things of the craft of 

design. They are tangible, easily observable and, of 

course, an important aspect of the designer's work. 

What is of more interest to the designer at this point, 

however, are the aesthetic artistic and creative systems 
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that are functioning in the production of a theatre 

piece--how successful they were and where they might have 

failed. In the production of Merrily We Roll Along there 

are two areas in particular that suggest significance—col

laboration and production process. 

Collaboration 

Theatre is perhaps the strangest of artistic 

conceptions in that any theatre piece is rarely the product 

of a singular effort. It demands the expertise of many 

artists working together with a unified goal and message to 

communicate to the audience. This is not always an easy 

objective to obtain. Communication must be constant and 

clear. An openness to each other's ideas must be 

maintained. In the book of Merrily We Roll Along, Charly 

remarks of collaboration: "I collaber him and he collabers 

me." This is often a situation that can arise, but 

hopefully its results are on the positive side. Ultimately, 

success or failure hinges on the success of the 

collaboration. 

Strong collaboration was a primary factor in the 

production of Merrily We Roll Along. Each member of the 

production team was acutely aware of the positive aspects 

and the flaws of the material to be mounted. Everyone 
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realized that this show asked a great deal of the audience 

and a great deal of those involved in communicating to the 

audience. Open discussion on all aspects of the show was 

the rule rather than the exception. New ideas were heard, 

tried, incorporated or rejected. Clarification of intent 

was always the objective. No one tread heavily on anyone 

else's ground, and the input was always appreciated. 

This unified effort toward a clear goal often resulted 

in the solution to problems that arose. For the designer it 

removed a stumbling block in the evolution of the design. 

It also allowed for the reshaping of the design in the re

hearsal process. All in all, it provided for a highly cre

ative atmosphere in which to work and develop artistic suc

cess. 

Process 

Often it is assumed that the designer's process of 

creating the environment for a play ends with the completion 

of the paperwork involved in the design. This, however, can 

deny the evolutionary aspect of a theatre piece. 

Discoveries are often made about a play in the production 

and rehearsal process. Often they are of no great 

consequence. There are, however, times when they can have a 

great impact on the production scheme and practically force 
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changes to be made simply because one did not see the 

necessity. This can be extremely fruitful and fulfilling if 

the members of the production team are willing to remain 

open to adjustment. 

The design of Merrily We Roll Along was in a constant 

state of evolution. This occurred through the early concep

tual stages, the rehearsal situation and into performance. 

An awareness of the need for flexibility was encouraged by 

the rest of the production team, especially the director. 

There existed in the director a meticulous concern for 

the design and all aspects of its function in the produc

tion. To this end the designer was included in the rehears

al process to a greater extent than was usual in his experi

ence. Solutions to staging problems were sought from the 

designer, and design decisions came from the director. Be

sides avoiding purely technical problems that inevitably 

arise from the unavailability of the scenery until late in 

the rehearsal schedule, this situation strengthened the; de

sign and its role in the production. 

Apropos to this point, two incidents are of particular 

interest. Due to the late arrival of the choreographer in 

the rehearsal process, the major transition scene in Act II 

of the play (along with several other production numbers) 

could not be specifically planned in the early design 
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process. The scene posed several problems in that it 

covered a two year time sequence and several locations in 

only a very few minutes. 

It was initially planned with only the very minimum of 

scenic elements. This aspect was essentially maintained. 

However, during the final rehearsals the director asked the 

designer if the large stage wagon could be introduced into 

the sequence to serve as the audition space required in the 

transition. Although this was a major change, it was deter

mined that the unit could be easily incorporated into the 

action. More important, it continued the thread of the me

taphorical use of the stage in the production and more fully 

incorporated the idea of its use in the show. 

The second situation involved the shifting of scenery. 

For the most part, the movement of the scenery was control

led by the actors. Since in most cases there was ample time 

for scene changes during the transitions, there was no great 

stress placed on their execution. At the most, the designer 

saw the only requirement of the shifts to be that they were 

executed in the duration of the transitions. 

After the first weekend of performances, the director 

worked with the cast in tightening the scene shifts. The 

sharp execution that resulted from this process made a 

marked difference in the manner in which the transitions 
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worked within the production. The changes of the 

environment were now quick and exciting and allowed for 

fuller focus on the actors involved in the transitional se

quences. The designer was made more fully aware of the nec

essary design of the total movement of the scenery within a 

production. The production benefitted from the process. 

These experiences provided valuable lessons for the de

signer. Approaching the design of a theatre piece from a 

structural point of view offered an exciting and fulfilling 

creative experience. It also provided a strong basis for 

approaching stage design in any situation. The importance 

of close collaboration and a continuing creative process 

throughout the production, while already evident, were 

strongly reinforced. The production of Merrily We Roll 

Along offered the opportunity for a full and satisfying, and 

at times, highly frustrating theatre experience—one for 

which a theatre artist can be truly grateful. 
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A BREAKDOWN OF THE PLAY BY SCENES 
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ACT I--Scene 1 
Graduation—1980 

ACT I--Scene 2 
Shepard's Bel Air Home 

ACT I—Scene 3. 
A Hollywood Restaurant 

ACT I—Scene 4 
A Television Studio 

ACT I—Scene 5 
A Manhattan Apartment 

ACT I—Scene 6 
Outside a Manhattan Courthouse 

ACT II--Scene 1 
Outside the Alvin Theatre 

ACT II--Scene 2 
The Garden of Joe Josephson's Brownstone 

ACT II--Scene 3 
A Greenwich Village Nightclub 

ACT II—Scene 4 
Transition Sequence 

ACT II—Scene 5 
Rooftop of a Manhattan Tenement 

ACT II—Scene 6 
Graduation--1955 (1980) 
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THE MUSICAL NUMBERS OF THE PLAY 
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ACT I--Scene 1 

"The Hills of Tomorrow" 

"Merrily We Roll Along" 

ACT I--Scene 2 

"Rich and Happy" 

"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT I--Scene 3 

"Old Friends" 

"The Way That It Was" 

"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT I—Scene 4 

"Franklin Shepard, Inc." 

"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT I—Scene 5 

"Old Friends" 

"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT I—Scene 6 

"Till the Days Go By" 

"Best Thing That Ever Could Have Happened" 

ACT II—Scene 1 

"It's A Hit" 

"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT II—Scene 2 

"The Blob" 

"Good Thing Going" 
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"Merrily We Roll Along" (Transition) 

ACT II--Scene 3 

"Bobby, Jackie and Jack" 

"Till the Days Go By" 

ACT II—Scene 4 

"Opening Doors" 

ACT II—Scene 5 

"Our Time" 

ACT II—Scene 6 

"The Hills of Tomorrow" 
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THE DRAFTING OF THE PRODUCTION 
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THE LIGHTPLOT 
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